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Abstract

Critical ionisation velocity effects are relevant to astrophysi-

cal situations where neutral gas moves through a magnetised

plasma. The experimental significance of the critical velocity

is well established and the physical basis is now becoming clear.

The underlying mechanism depends on the combined effects of

electron impact ionisation and electron energisation by collective

plasma interactions. For low density plasmas a theory based on ~

circular process involving electron heating through a modified

two stream instability has been developed. Several applications

of critical velocity effects to astrophysical plasmas have been

discussed in the literature. The importance of the effect in any

particular case may be determined from a detailed consideration

of energy and momentum balance, using appropriate atomic rate

coefficients and taking full account of collective plasma pro-

cesses.



Introduction

The properties of matter in space present us with a great

variety of physical problems. Our understanding of these is

based on studies of gas dynamics, radiative transfer and

atomic interactions. The behaviour of the ionised gas component

in principle involves the enormous range of collective

effects that may be displayed by a plasma. These effects

depend on the interaction of groups of charged particles

through their associated electromagnetic field. These effects

are for example important for the production of solar radio

bursts in the corona (for example see ElgarjrJyr 1977) and for

the interaction between the ion and electron components of

the solar wind (see e.g. Dobrowolny and Moreno, 1977).

The overall dynamics of astrophysical plasmas may often be

studied without explicitly considering collective effects.

Nevertheless the underlying processes may rely on collective

plasma interactions, which can be much more efficient than

binary collisions in dilute plasmas. An interesting particular

case is the critical ionisation velocity mechanism which for

low densities depends both on collisional ionisation and

on collisionless plasma properties.

The critical ionisation velocity effect applies to the inter-

action of neutral gas with a magnetised plasma in relative motion.

It results in a strong interaction braking the relative motion

and ionizing the neutral gas when a critical velocity is exceeded.

Alfvén (1954) proposed that if the kinetic energy of a

neutral atom with respect to the plasma exceeds its ionisation

energy a process leading to rapid ionisation should occur.

As new ions are formed they are stopped by the magnetised

plasma giving up their kinetic energy which is then available

for further ionisation. The minimum relative velocity between

neutral gas and plasma for this to occur is the critical

ionisation velocity uc defined by the expression

(1)



where V. is the ionisation potential and m is the mass of
i cl

the neutral atom or molecule involved.

Typical values of the critical velocity are given in Table 1.

For atomic hydrogen and helium the values are 51 km * and 34 km s

respectively and for other elements considerably less. Critical

velocity experiments have demonstrated both the braking of a

high velocity plasma stream colliding with a neutral gas cloud

in a magnetic field (Danielsson 1970, Danielsson and Brenning

1975) and the limitation of the relative velocity between

plasma and neutral gas to the critical velocity (Fahleson 1961) .

Such experiments confirm the significance of the critical ioni-

sation velocity defined by equation (1), as a significant para-

meter .

In space there are many situations in which neutral and ionised

gas collide. Stellar winds,novae and supernovae eject matter

into the interstellar medium. Interstellar matter penetrates

the solar wind which also interacts with neutral gas emitted

by compact objects such as comets. To decide in which of these

situations the critical ionisation velocity effect may be

important it is necessary to consider the basic mechanism in

more detail.

The ph 'sical basis

The critical ionisation velocity effect cannot be directly

explained by ionising collisions between plasma ions and

neutral atoms. If ion collisions alone were responsible the

reduced mass of the ion and neutral atom would appear in the

critical velocity expression, equation (1), since only the

kinetic energy in the centre of mass frame would then be

available for ionisation. Experiments have confirmed the

definition in terms of the mass of the neutral atom. Further-

more in the particular case of plasma gas impact experiments,

ionisation by ions is far too slow (Danielsson 1970) and the

neutral gas is ionised by energetic electrons produced by

the interaction.
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Critical ionisation velocity experiments and theoretical in-

vestigations have led to the conclusion that for low densities

the basic mechanism depends on the combined action of ionisation

by energetic electrons and collective processes leading to

electron energisation. The experimental evidence and theore-

tical arguments are presented in review articles by Danielsson

(1973) and Sherman (1973) respectively.

Figure 1 shows the basic situation and indicates the underlying

mechanism. Plasma streaming at a velocity u collides with

stationary neutral gas (u =0) in the presence of a transverse

magnetic field. Stationary ions produced by ionisation of

the neutral gas and charge exchange interact collectively

with the electrons moving with a velocity u^ initially equal,

to that of the incoming plasma. This collective interaction

energises the electrons. The new ions are accelerated,

reducing their relative velocity and kinetic energy with

respect to the moving electrons. The electrons produce

further ionisation and the circular process is maintained

provided that the electrons gain sufficient energy collec-

tively to balance their losses in ionising the neutral gas.

Overall momentum balance implies that the plasma as a whole

is decelerated and the velocity u, decreases as new ions are

accelerated. The process continues until u, approaches the

critical ionisation velocity u . In principle currents

flowing across the magnetic field B can supply energy and

momentum to maintain the plasma velocity. However an essential

role of the magnetic field is to allow suitable collective

plasma processes that can heat the electrons.

Collective interactions

The nature of the collective interaction may be expected to

vary according to the precise physical conditions under

which the critical ionisation velocity mechanism operates.

What is required is a process which transfers energy efficiently

to the electrons and which can operate even when this energy

reaches the ionisation energy of the neutral gas.



Lehnert (1967) showed that newly formed ions moving in the

magnetic field can set up a spatially oscillating potential

structure on the length scale of an ion gyroradius. Electrons

crossing the potential wou7d gain energy comparable to the

kinetic energy of the ions and be able to ionise if the

critical veocity condition was satisfied. However this

electron motion was not included self-consistently in the

analysis. Varma (1978) has considered the potential structure

set up in a plasma with finite extent and the possibility of

accelerating electrons in the critical velocity process.

If both electron and ion motions are considered electrostatic

two stream instabilities may be expected, driven by the

relative motions. Sherman (1969, 1972) considered the modified

two-stream instability operating as pert of the circular

process shown in Figure 1. He considered relative motion

within the original plasma produced by the braking of the

plasma and also the relative motion between new ions and

electrons as suggested by Wallis (1971). Piel, Möbius and

Himmel (1978) considered the formation of a space charge

layer of the type treated by Lehnert and Varma and argued

that the resultant relative drift motion between ions and

electrons within this layer drives the instability. They

have found supporting evidence in experiments with a homopolar

rotating plasma (Möbius, Piel and Himmel, 1979) and they

also argue for a circular process of the type originally

proposed by Sherman. The essential features of the modified

two-stream instability described by Buneman (1962) are

indicated in Figure 2. The frequency range is u> . « U J « W

where w . and o> , are the ion and electron gyrofrequencies.

The ions are unaffected by the magnetic field whilst the

electron motion is strongly modified. Electrostatic waves

proportional to exp i(kx-wt) are considered with frequency u>

and wavenumber k. For a cold plasma the dispersion relation

(assuming u»>u) ̂  is

2 2 2 2 2
u) s i n 0 a) c o s 9 u> ,

i - J22. _£§ . p i , = 0 { 2)
2 2 2 2

to - ui co (ci>-ku)
ce



The term containing cos 8 arises from the electron motion

parallel to the magnetic field in response to the electric

field at an angle 0. For electrostatic modes, only the component

of the electron acceleration parallel to the electric field

contributes to the charge fluctuations. The electron behaves
2

as if it had an effective mass m /cos 6(Raadu, 1978).The

electron response perpendicular to the magnetic field gives

rise to the sin 0 term.

The dispersion relation (2) shows that unstable modes can

grow for all angles 0. The instability should be stopped

when the resultant spread in the ion and electron velocity

components parallel to the electric field overlap sufficiently.

Thus for angles close to 90° very high electron energies may

be allowed. However the instability delivers energy both to

ions and electrons and if the ion mass m. exceeds the electron

effective mass the energy goes mainly into the ions (Raadu,

1978) . For the special case u) pcos G -• w . and assuming u <u

the energy is equally shared by the ions and the electrons.

The maximum growth rate is then o. . /2 and saturation of the

instability occurs when

The electrons are accelerated parallel to the magnetic

field. This agrees with the plasma gas impact experiments

where the electrons are found to gain energy mainly parallel

to the magnetic field (Danielsson 1970). The plasma conditions

there are such that w ~m . In general electrons will gain
pe ce

energy both parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field

through the growth of the modified two-stream instabilities.

In the coaxial gun experiments of Eninger (1966) and Axnäs

(1972 and 1973) critical velocity effects are apparent over

a large range of parameters. (The neutral gas density may be

varied by four orders of magnitude and the plasma current by

three orders of magnitude.) It seems unlikely that one

particular collective mode is responsible for electron

heating under all conditions.



There are in fact a great number of possible unstable modes

for the situation with relative drift motion perpendicular

to a magnetic field. Modes with growth rate greater than the

ion cy :lotron frequency (c.-co ) have been analysed in detail

by Lashmore-Davies and Martin (197 3) for finite isotropic

ion and electron temperatures. In addition to ion-acoustic

and modified two-stream instabilities there are possibly un-

j stable modes associated with the electron gyromotion, the

electron cyclotron drift instability (Wong, 1970; Gary and

Sanderson, 1970) and the Bernstein instability (Lashmore-

Davies, 1970; Forslund et al, 1970). These latter two have

growth rate3 which are a fraction of the electron gyroftequency.

Further unstable rrodes are possible for low frequencies

below the ion gyrofrequency (w<u ^ ) . An anisotropic ion

distribution can lead to the growth of ion-cyclotron oscil-

lations (c.r. M! .':•:.-. rlovsky , 1974).

Impac t i on i &a t ijp

The electron-, v:>u.ch h.v/e laiiv.il energy through collective

interactions vit"* icr..3 can ionise the neutral gas. The

threshold energy is e'liiCEt exactly the ionisation energy of

the ne.itra.li . Tons ,rl^ be ,?jn to ionise v.'iien their energy in

a centre of ITK̂ .- : ••• L 1^-. o." ::sz-:.*^-ncri 13 equal to the ionisation

energy. Their rosr; section obeys a power law (>2) , whereas

electrons sby* a h-r^r •_,O;.i?nu ;u-••:. The ion cross section

only reaches a iruv.iru.ip u - very high energy and velocity. For

high energies he ion cros'> r^Jticn is approximately the

saire as for an ^lectro;.' with -.he i.ane velocity. Thus for

ions and electrons with the sane enorgy, electron ionisation

can be expected to dominate„ In ohher words we may expect

electrons to dominate once they have reached the ionisation

energy.

As a specific example we may consider neutral hydrogen

atoms. The electron ionisation rate if? a maximum at about

100 eV (cf. the ionxsation energy is 13.6 eV) with a value
-] 4 34 x 10 " m /s. The proton ionisation cross section has a

-2C 2
maximum 2 x 10 m at about 20 keV at which the rate is
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-14 3
also about 4 x 10 m /s. At 20 keV a proton has a velocity

of about 2,000 km/s which should be compared to the hydrogen

critical velocity, 51 krn/s.

If the plasma and neutral gas have the same composition

resonant charge exchange between ions and atoms can be

important. Thus for hydrogen the charge exchange rate with

protons at 100 eV is approximately the same as the electron

ionisation rate (Sherman, 1972) . Charge exchange produces

stationary ions which can also drive plasma instabilities

leading to electron heating. This process is important for

the solar wind interaction with the interstellar medium. In

the particular case of plasma gas impact experiments (Danielsson,

1970) only non-resonant charge exchange is involved since a

hydrogen plasma and neutral helium is used. In that case

charge exchange processes are not significant.

Applications to Astrophysical Plasmas

Alfvén (1954) originally suggested that the critical velocity

effect should arise during the accretion of neutral gas by

the primeval sun; assuming that the sun was surrounded by a

dilute magnetised plasma. As the composition of the accreting

neutral gas varies it shou\d become ionised at different

points depending on its infall velocity. The accumulated

plasma then interacts with infalling and orbiting dust

particles. Critical velocity effects are an important

aspect of the hetegonic processes investigated by Alfvén

and Arrhenius (1975, 1976).

Several applications of the critical ionisation velocity

effect to astrophysical plasmas have recently been discussed

in the literature. Lindeman et al (1974) considered the

critical velocity in connection with observations of the

Apollo 13 stage impact on the lunar surface. A flux of hot

electrons and an unexpectedly large flux of heavy ions ori-

ginating from the released neutral gas was observed. They

assumed that this was due to a critical velocity interaction

with the solar wind.



Gold and Soter (1976) discussed a process of magnetisation

of the moon due to cometary impact. An increased ionisation

due to the critical velocity effect helps in the enhancement

of the solar wind magnetic field as the cometary atmosphere

is compressed on impact with the surface.

Srnka (1977)proposed that critical velocity interactions

should occur between the gas released by lunar transient

phenomena and the solar wind. The energetic electrons produced

by the interaction lead to light emission through excitation

of the neutral gas.

Cloutier et al (1977) account for the ionisation near Jupiter's

satellite Io by an Interaction with the Jovian magnetosphere.

Ionisation is initiated by the critical velocity effect and

further ionisation is produced by the impact of Jovian

trapped energetic electrons.

Ionisation processes within comets have been discussed by

Mendis and Ip (1977). They suggest that critical velocity

effects may be responsible for the ionisation which is more

rapid than would be expected froir solar photoionisaion.

Recently Petelski (1979) has proposed that critical ionisation

veloci' y effects are impor'ant for the solar wind interaction

with the interstellar medium. He has shown how these effects

can be incorporated within the solar wind calculations of

Ripkin and Fahr (1979). A detailed analysis of the resultant electron

heating and dynamical effects is given by Petelski et a^ (1980) .

In considering applications of the critical ionisation

velocity effect to astrophysical plasmas we should consider

both the electron energisation by collective processes and

the ionisation produced by energetic electrons. These are

the two essential processes required for the critical ionisation

velocity mechanism to operate at low densities as argued

above. From an observational point of view we may suspect

that the critical velocity mechanism is involved if an

unexpected degree of ionisation is detected in a collision

between plasma and neutral gas where the collision velocity

exceeds the relevant critical velocity. From a theoretical

point of view the effects of collective electron energisation
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and ionisation by electrons should be Included consistently

in the system of equations. First of all,an evaluation of

these basic processes should be made in comparison with

competing processes. Enhanced ionisation and the relevance

of the critical ionisation velocity as a velocity parameter

in the astrophysical situation considered should then be a

consequence of the theoretical analysis.
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Table Captions

Table 1 The critical ionisation velocity, uc, for a selection

of elements in atomic form. For an atom with an atomic

weight A and an ionisation potential V. (volts) the

critical velocity u = V2eV./Am ', where nu, is the

atomic mass unit.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The critical ionisation velocity mechanism. Plasma

moving with an initial velocity U Q perpendicular

to a magnetic field B interacts with neutral gas

which is at rest, u = 0, in the chosen frame of

reference. Newly formed ions, which at first have

the same velocity as the neutral gas u = uR,

interact collectively with the plasma electrons.

This interaction brakes the relative motion accelerating

the newly formed ions and reducing the velocity u^

of the electrons and the incoming plasma ions. The

ki»etic energy released goes to the electrons

which by impact ionisation of the neutral gas form

further new ions.

Fig. 2 The modified two stream instability. The electric field

component EcosO parallel to the maynetic field B

produces an electron acceleration with a component

-eECos2e/m in the direction of the electric field.

This gives rise to the term containing cos2© in the

dispersion relation. The term containing sin2 0 is

associated with the perpendicular electron velocity vt.

The relative magnitudes of the component of the

parallel electron velocity in the direction of the

electric field vMcos0 and the component of the ion

velocity in the same direction u.sin© govern

the saturation process, provided that the perpendicular

electron velocity vA is not significant.

1
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MODIFIED TWO STREAM INSTABILITY

(tfpg2 sin2 O tppg2 cos2 6
= 0

For dipt cos 6 = wpi :

(i) maximum growth rate

(ii) saturation, v,, cos6 s u 1 sin 6,

implies
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